Environmental conditions for treatment of burned patients by the exposure method.
The influence of the thermal environment on evaporation and heat loss from patients with severe burns treated by exposure has been studied. Simple heat transfer equations can be used to predict changes resulting from alterations in environmental conditions and these have been tested using phantoms. The method relies upon the derivation of surface diffusion resistances to describe the moisture properties of burn wounds. Clinical measurements revealed wide variations in evaporation rates and diffusion resistances for different wounds. Evaporation rates changed by less than 30 per cent during the first 5-6 days following injury, after which evaporation from partial skin thickness wounds gradually fell whereas that from full skin thickness wounds tended to remain higher. Raising ambient temperature can compensate for increased evaporation heat losses. Patients can be treated at ambient temperatures of 32-35 degrees C in the intensive care room with a specially designed airflow system. However, raising the temperatures of standard wards with no special airflow or temperature control facilities often caused patients to sweat, further increasing heat loss.